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everyone has a story. let's tell yours.



YOU IN PRINT
course progress report

As you move through the content at your own pace, use this space to track your progress through the

course, making checks near lessons as you complete them, and making notes to go back if necessary! 



Welcome From Your Instructor!
This is my rifle. There are many like it, but this one is mine.

-Rifleman's Creed

This is my story. There may be some like it, but this one is mine.
Amma Marfo, 2016

Hello, and welcome to YOU, IN PRINT!

If you've decided to join me on this adventure, it's because you have a story to

tell. My job, as an instructor and sharer of resources, is to help you take charge

of your story: tell it in a way that captivates readers, get you organized and

into a routine that lets you tell it while also living your life, and getting that

story out to the people who need to hear it. 

There are lots of worries that come into play when one thinks about writing a

book. "No one's going to care what I have to say." (Yes, they are. There's an

audience for any story worth writing.) "I don't have time to write a book!" (No

one has it. We'll find some for you though!) "How do I let people know what I'm

working on? (We have our ways.) Through the six units we cover, each

addressing a different part of the independent publishing process, you'll find

answers to all your questions...plus a few you didn't know you had.

You may be coming to this course as a person with an idea and not much else.

You may also be coming to this course as a seasoned writer, looking to widen

your audience with a bold and audacious move. I sincerely hope that

whichever camp you may be from, that you find what you need. And if I can

do anything at all to make this journey easier or more helpful for you...please,

please, please get in touch. I want to make this the best experience I can, that

yields the best book that it can.

Everyone has a story. Let's tell yours. Amma



What Is Independent Publishing?
Independent publishing can refer to a couple ideas, so let's clarify what we're talking

about here. The independent publishing process I'll be walking you through is the one
synonymous with self-publishing, or the release of a book without the assistance of a
publishing house. No pitch or proposal letter is required to a publisher, no deadlines

are set, and no agents or editors monitor your progress. 
With that said, because of the freedom it affords, independent publishing can be a

very solitary endeavor.  It requires an ability to stay focused and organized, while also
ceding control in areas where you'll need help (for me, design and graphics were

outsourced) to others in your circles. We'll talk more as we go about how to manage
the elements that are normally in someone else's hands- so don't worry about that.

But we'll break down the differences here, just so you know what you're in for. 

Advantages + Disadvantages of "Indie" Publishing
Advantages Disadvantages

Complete Creative Control
You Can Start + Finish On Your
Own Time
No Pitch Letter or Book Proposal
Required
Low External Pressure Applied
No "Defending Your Vision
Confirmation Of Your Story

Requires Significant Focus and
Determination
Can Drag Without Deadlines
High Internal Pressure Applied
Everything Goes Through You-
Even the Parts That Aren't Your
Strong Suits!

In the box below, jot a few notes for yourself: what about indie

publishing will work great for you? What parts will challenge you?









#SixWordStory Case Study: DeRay McKesson
One of the most visible faces in the #BlackLivesMatter movement, DeRay McKesson
moved quickly from a concerned citizen to a vocal and devoted activist. He boasts over
330 thousand followers on Twitter, has been a frequent visitor to the Obama White
House, and has even dabbled in organized politics with a mayoral candidacy in the city of
Baltimore.
Little is known about McKesson's personal life; he identifies as a gay male, but his
relationships are one of very few things he hides from his public persona. In an interview
for The Advocate, Janet Mock delves into how he uses the #sixwordstory format to
process private feelings in a public space:

“Twitter is half me trying to live in the world, and half me processing and sharing the world. I
share a lot, and some of that is to keep me honest,” he says over well-done salmon and french
fries. “Twitter is the friend that is always awake. There are very few things that I don’t talk
about — even my relationships. Any ‘six-word story’ I’ve written is about relationship stuff I’m
working through.”

The fact that he shares his love life in succinct six-word stories, inspired by Ernest Hemingway,
speaks to his commitment to authenticity. Some of his six-word stories: and he mistook
honesty for love; against my pride, I miss you; and I will never not love you. They read like
dispatches of unrequited love.

McKesson shows me a photo of a guy he began dating last year. He mentions that their
relationship doesn’t yet have a resolution. His guy mirrors him: a young trailblazer centering
black folk in his work. When I ask why they aren’t together, he says, “It’s all in my six-word
stories.”

Later, I find one six-word tweet: he is afraid to be loved.

2 Strategic Uses for the #SixWordStory
I find the #SixWordStory helpful at two key stages of the indie-publishing

process. First, it helps you refine ideas when you're plotting out your book. Your

#sixwordstory can help you decide what ideas fit your narrative, and which

ones don't. It is also helpful in the marketing stage: it provides a succinct way to

answer the ever-present question (trust me): "what is your book about?"

SOURCE: "Vested Interest: Why DeRay McKesson Matters" (The Advocate, 2016)



Crafting Your #SixWordStory
As you work to decide what your #sixwordstory will be for your book, consider

the questions from the post shared:

What concepts do you want to center your work in?

Who will be reading your story?

What do you want to make sure you include?

What tone do you want your story to take?

When your six words are out, will your reader/listener want to know more?

Use the space below to take notes, brainstorm, mind map...do whatever you

need to do. Then, at the bottom, commit your six words to paper/bandwith.

You'll need them later.

My #sixwordstory



Parts of a Book: What Will I Need?
A big part of writing your book will be ensuring that it's complete. Below are all the parts of

a book you'll want to consider including; some are mandatory, while others may vary
based on the type of book you're hoping to write. These pieces may also inform the sorts of

collaborators you'll bring on board. But we'll get to that later.

Front Matter

Introduces the content to your readers

Half Title Page

Includes the title only

Series Title Page

Names previously published titles

Title Page

Shows full title, author name, + contributors

Copyright Page

Shows copyright, year of publication, + copyright owner

Table of Contents

List of Illustrations and/or Tables

Foreword/Preface

Introduction

Acknowledgements

Notes

Index

References

Glossary

List of Contributors

Further Reading

SOURCE: Parts of a Book, iUniverse 

http://www.iuniverse.com/ExpertAdvice/EditorialGuidelines/Parts.aspx







Book Length Calculator
Here are some genre-specific word count suggestions from the Manuscript Appraisal

Agency and Writer's Digest (keep in mind, you have a great deal of flexibility with this
because of the independent nature of this process):

NOVELLA: 20,000-40,000 words
NOVEL: 40,000-110,000 words

ADULT FICTION: 80,000-100,000 words
SCIENCE/FANTASY FICTION: 90,000-120,000 words

ROMANCE: 50,000-100,000 words
HISTORICAL FICTION: 100,000 words

CRIME/MYSTERY/HORROR/SUSPENSE: 70,000-90,000 words
YOUNG ADULT (YA): 50,000-80,000 words

NON-FICTION: 80,000-90,000 words

To calculate the length of time it will take you to complete your book, you can estimate the
number of words you're planning to write per day, and you can do some quick math to

determine the pace you're setting for yourself.

__________ / __________ = __________
TARGET WORD COUNT WORDS PER DAY DAYS/SESSIONS TO GOAL

Use the space below to play with the numbers to see what goal makes the most sense given
your time to write, realistic goals for productivity, and target book length.

SOURCES: "Word Count for Novels and Children’s Books: The Definitive Post" (Writer's Digest, 2012); "Word Count By Genre: How Long Should My Book Be?"

(Manuscript Appraisal Agency, 2015)



Partners in Crime: Who &Where Are They?
As you start to explore the many steps of this process, here are a few prospective
collaborators you may want to bring on board (peek back at Parts of a Book to further
inform this list):

Editor
To proofread your content for spelling, punctuation, citation, or convention errors

Formatter
To ensure that page numbers, margins, included graphics + figures, and other visual
elements are consistent; additionally, to convert your book into various electronic formats
if needed

Illustrator/Graphic Designer
To provide your book with cover art or supplementary visual elements

Writer(s)/Contributors/Ghostwriters
To supplement the content you write through testimonials, guest chapters,
foreword/preface, etc.

Publicist/Agent
To help sell the book through press releases, agreements with media outlets, social media
outreach, etc.

In the space below, take a few notes on areas where you sense either (a) a weakness in
your ability to do a task well, or (b) a willingness to delegate in favor of focusing
elsewhere. It may include these tasks, or others not listed.



Partners in Crime: Who &Where Are They?
I often get asked about where to find these prospective collaborators. The nature of the

Internet as an open marketplace for talent means that your teammates could be practically
anywhere! Some options to consider as you search for talented collaborators:

Online Freelance Marketplaces
Platforms like Upwork, Fiverr, TaskRabbit, and more are full or people willing to bid
on the opportunity to do collaborative creative work. As you post ads in these space,
be specific in what you're asking for, and respectful of the rates that these artists cite
for their work.
Craigslist
I consider Craigslist separately from the above listed, because it allows for the
flexibility of bartering (Rather than outright payment) for services in a way that other
platforms don't. Be similarly specific in your ask, and seek to be prompt and
professional in your correspondence.
Local Colleges and Universities
Colleges and universities may be educating some of your best collaborators, seeking
an opportunity to do real work and build their bodies of work. However, this doesn't
mean that their work shouldn't be compensated- respect them as legitimate artists or
contributors, and seek to compensate them accordingly.
Etsy/Pinterest/Instagram
A great place to take a leap, and approach craftspeople you might admire to work
alongside you.
Fellow Creative Friends
Who do you know that can make your project sing, and do so with an understanding
of what this project means to you?

Use the space below for notes: where will you start looking, and what can you offer as
compensation?



Spreading the Word: Assets and Asks
As a one-person revolution trying to sell a book, I want you to try and think about the tasks

ahead of you in terms of assets (those resources you already have that could help you sell
your story) and asks (those that you don't yet have, but could if you reach out to utilize

them). 
Examples of Assets: networking groups, connections to local media, pre-existing endorsements or

testimonials
Examples of Asks: advertising in trade publications or in social circles, cold/blind calls to local

media, requesting endorsements or testimonials from visible authorities

In the space below, start cataloguing your assets and asks, determining which assets you'll
take advantage of, and which asks you'll need to make to strengthen your outreach. Asks
are tougher than assets, because they require a leap of faith. I'm going to challenge you to
make at least three asks- they build up your ability to convey the value of your story, and

they expand your reach beyond those you already know.

Your AsksYour Assets
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